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CONTINUOUS WELDED RAIL (CWR) 
ALUMINOTHERMIC THERMITE WELDING OF RAIL 

ANNUAL TRAINING & CERTIFICATION CLASS OVERVIEW 

Continuous Welded Rail (CWR) refers to the way in which rail is joined to form track. Through CWR, 
rails are welded together to form one uninterrupted rail that may be several miles long. Although CWR is 
normally one continuous rail, it may contain joints for one or more reasons (such as insulated joints that 
electrically separate track segments for signaling purposes). 

Regulations governing the installation and maintenance of CWR were first issued in 1971 as part of the 
Federal Track Safety Standards. Railroads are required to adopt and comply with CWR programs that 
cover procedures for installing, adjusting, inspecting, and maintaining CWR, as well as inspecting joints 
in CWR track. 

There are many CWR technologies, but this course will focus on thermite welding per AREMA chapter 4, 
rail Standards as it is widely used in USA. This course is three days in-depth training class consisting of 
classroom and in-field training. Student must demonstrate the ability to safely and properly install and 
inspect thermite welds. Upon completion of the training and exam, each student will receive a certificate 
of course completion issued by American Railways and is valid for one year from the date of training 
completion. Maximum number of students is limited to 12.  

Course Overview 
1. Welcome. 
2. Safety Job briefing, logistic questions. Introduction of students, instructor and guests. 
3. Railroad standards: AREMA, Chapter 4, Rail.  
4. Railroad, railway, and rail track definitions.  
5. Types of rail tracks, sizes and applications.  
6. Classifications of Railroad: Class I RR, Freight, Passengers, Transit, Industrial/Commercial, Airports. 
7. CWR definition: 
8. Joining of rails: temporary (joint bars),  
9. Types of permanent welding of rails 

A. AluminoThermic thermite welding,  
B. Electric welding 
C. Flash-Butt welding,  
D. High pressure gas welding.  

10. Rail welding and welding to the rail:  
A. Joining of steel rail  
B. Power wires bonding connections  
C. Signal wire bonding connections  
D. Track connections, negative returns, grounding of rail  
E. Exothermic welds to rail, pin brazing and drilling connections)  
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11. Terminology: Exothermic vs AluminoThermic vs Thermite.  
12. Safety, cost, efficiency, and comparison of rail welding technologies.  
13. Current manufacturers of AluminoThermic thermite welding  

A. American Railways (Detroit, Michigan, USA).  
B. Railtech Boutet Calorite (Railtech International, France).  
C. Orgo-Thermit® (Part of Goldschmidt Group, Germany).  
Note: Instructor is not recommending a specific manufacturer. Customer should pursue purchasing 
these welding kits based on price competitiveness, quality, and technical support provided by 
manufacturer, warranty offered by manufacturer and safety considerations.  

14. Distinguishing between brand names (Thermit®, Boutet™, Calorite® and QUIKWELD®). 
Distinguishing between companies’ names and science/engineering facts.  

15. Work surroundings and job preparation for welding. Safety Safety Safety.  
16. Safety tools required prior to thermite welding. It is more than just standard PPE.  
17. Thermite welding kits components.  
18. Thermite welding required tools: rail saw, alignment tools, rail jacks, preheating system, grinding 

tools, hardware, shoes/jackets, slag pans..etc  
19. Weather conditions: Is it safe to weld?  
 Safety Moment: Water/Rain could mean serious injury or death when contacting hot thermite weld 

components 
20. Minimum gap, 1 Inch vs wide gap. 
21. Rail alignment procedure.  
22. Sand molds placement on rails to be welded.  
23. Sand and clay packing procedure.  
24. Pre-heating procedure.  
25. Crucible and portion preparation and placement procedure.  
26. Ignition. (Igniters, wireless and remote ignition system).  
27. Welding safety zone, minimum distance, and visual safety considerations.  
28. Safe removal procedure of slag pans, crucibles and molds after weld molten is settled.  
29. Shearing welds procedure.  
30. Grinding procedures, top profile grinders and sides bike grinder.  
31. Inspection and ultrasonic testing. Quality documenting. Records and reports. Samples of various 

forms.  

In-field hands-on training is required. Students or teams are required to successfully complete one 
successful thermite weld and pass quality inspection in order to receive a certificate of training. 
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